Claiming Streets Processions Urban Culture South
claiming the streets: processions and urban culture in ... - factors which would admit a street event to
the category of procession. firstly, it needed to be ‘orderly and self-disciplined’. secondly, it had to be
concerned with ‘a specific goal other than walking the street’ and, the future of public religious ritual in
an urban context - the future of public religious ritual in an urban context . martin d. stringer . 1. introduction
. over the years the streets of the city of birmingham have witnessed many dif-ferent forms of public religious
ritual. from the church, guild and market based rituals of the small medieval town around st martin’s church
through to the walks of witness, may processions and corpus christi walks of ... entertaining the
community: the evolution of civic ritual ... - see p. o’leary, claiming the streets: processions and urban
culture in south wales, c. 1830-1880 (cardiff, 2012). laura harrison’s study of youth culture in the city of york
sheds light on bibliography - rd.springer - 226 bibliography elicade, mircea. the sacred and the profane: the
nature of religion, the significance of religious myth, symbolism, and ritual within culture, translated by williard
r. trusk. the politics of urban space: modes of place-making by ... - modern italy vol. 11, no. 1, february
2006, pp. 25–42 the politics of urban space: modes of place-making by italians in toronto’s neighbourhoods
cordery cv 2016 - western illinois university - claiming the streets: processions and urban culture in south
wales, c.1830-1880, by paul o’leary, (cardiff: university of wales press, 2012), in victorian studies (summer
2014). performing belonging in public space - journalsgepub - attempt to redefine urban space—in this
case, public parks and streets—so they are included as members of the “public.” by using public space,
mexican migrants consti- on modernity in the streets of são paulo c. 1900: what can ... - streets of são
paulo at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century, i intend to draw attention to specific
sociocultural aspects of the brazilian city overwhelmed by 19th-century urbanisation and modernisation. of
course the issue of modernisation and simultaneous urbanisation in a mainly rural country at that period is a
long-standing issue in the brazilian social sciences1. in ... author query form - escholarnchester economic life in an urban centre in india, made aggressive attempts to claim and control communally tense
public spaces for the safety and mobility of poor chil- dren (between 2003 and 2008). download art and
society in newport: james flewitt mullock ... - art and society in newport: james flewitt mullock and the
victorian achievement by john r. wilson roger cucksey 1818-1892 (exhibition) j.f. mullock ( newport museum
and art gallery introduction rome was - assetsmbridge - broad new streets and piazzas where processions
modeled on ancient tri-umphs were reenacted. the capitoline hill, too, was renewed with the ancient bronze
statue of the emperor marcus aurelius at its center fl anked on both sides by new classicizing palaces designed
by michelangelo . it had become “a monumental symbol in which the haunting dream of ancient grandeur
became concrete.” 3 ... controlling contested places - project muse - controlling contested places
christine shepardson published by university of california press shepardson, christine. controlling contested
places: late antique antioch and the spatial politics of religious controversy. shaping a territory: case study
quarter in lisbon - emerald - urban space based on the appropriation of the local symbolic assets and to
look at the position and relation of the different groups that are present in the territory in a context of change.
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